


Periwinkle Fairies - Soft Book
Book designed by Marinda Stewart. Quilt measures approximately 7" x 9-1/2"

Fabric:  Yardage:  Cutting

You will also need:
Fourteen 8" x 11" pieces of batting  
1-1/4 yards of ribbon 
Threads to match 
Scissors, straight pins, acrylic ruler, mat, rotary cutter
Pinking shears

Assembly Instructions:
 

 

Disclaimers
• This pattern is provided as a courtesy to quilt stores, catalogs and quilters.
  Michael Miller Fabrics, LLC is not responsible for the accuracy of any 
  kits packaged to accompany this pattern. Please direct any inquires to the
  kit maker.

• Yardage requirements for this pattern may allow for excess yardage to 
   accommodate specific placement of motifs or to allow for any 
  fussy-cutting to achieve the finished quilt design.

• While every attempt has been made to give accurate measurements, 
   yardage requirements and construction directions, this does not allow for 
   personal variations in measuring, cutting and or sewing. the enclosed 
   directions were used in the construction of the original quilt. Page 1

DC3883 Periwinkle 2/3 yard*         Cut twelve fairy panels** 7-1/4 x 10".
                 Cut eighteen �ower squares, 1-3/4"
     square, including 1/4" border on
     each side.
DM3881 Periwinkle Fat Quarter Cut two 8" x 11" blocks.
DM3927 Periwinkle Fat Quarter Cut two 8" x 11" blocks.
CX3887 Lilac  Fat Quarter Cut three 8" x 11"blocks.
CX3877 Periwinkle Fat Quarter Cut three 8" x 11" blocks.
DC3931 Periwinkle Fat Quarter Cut three 8" x 11" blocks.
CX3878 Lilac  Fat Quarter Cut three 8" x 11" blocks.

 
Or amount need to get one complete set of fairies (12).*

** Leave as mujch background as possible around each fairy.

1) From DM3881 Periwinkle, choose one piece to be the front cover.  
      Machine applique three DC3883 Periwinkle �ower squares to the 
      right side of the cover, as shown.  Evenly space the squares.  Set
     aside.
2) Machine applique one DC3883 Periwinkle �ower square to of the 
     remaining fabric blocks (DM3927, DM3881, CX3877 Lilac, CX3877
     Periwinkle, DC3931 and CX3878.)  Place each �ower square in the
     center of the 8" x 11" block, 2-1/2" up from the bottom edge.
     Set the blocks aside.
3) Place one DC3883 fairy panel right side up on one piece of batting.
     Stitch around the outer dark blue edge.  Machine quilt the panel as
     desired.  Repeat for all twelve DC3883 fairy panels.
4) Place one fabric block with the appliqued �ower square right side 
     down.  Place one quilted fairy panel right side up on top.  Machine
     stitch the layers together, 1/8" from the outside edge of the dark
     blue border.  Trim excess away 1/8" from stitching, using the 
     pinking shears.  Repeat for all fairy panels and blocks to make
     twelve pages.
5) For front cover, place one DM3927 Periwinkle block right side down.
     Top with batting.  Place appliqued cover from Step 1 on top, right
     side up.  Machine quilt as desired.  Trim cover to match size of fairy
     pages, using pinking shears.  Machine stitch 1/8" from pinked edge
     on all sides.  
6) For back cover,  place one DM3881 Periwinkle block right side down.
     Top with batting.  Place remaining DM3927 block on top.  Machine
     quilt as desired.  Finish to match the front cover.
7) Work two button holes by hand or machine on each page.  Place
     the button hole 3/8" in from the left edge and 1-1/2" from the top 
     1-1/2" from the bottom of each page.  Make each button hole
     5/8" to 3/4" long.   Cut each button hole open.
8) Arrange pages in the dsired order, beginning and ending with the
      covers.  Thread the ribbon from the top button hole on the front 
      cover through each page to the back cover.  Continue threading
     from the back cover through each page to the front cover.  Tie the
    ribbon in a bow.  Cut each end of the ribbonin a "V" shape to �nish.
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